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FOR MOTHERS’ DAY 
(Author’s Note:  Because the Journal will be before and after 

Mothers’ Day I have inserted the following poem in this issue.) 
Cooking, cleaning, washing, ironing, jobs that are mundane, 
These are what mothers do, and are rarely heard complain 
She is the hub of the family as she holds it all together 
She does these chores and runs about in every kind of 

weather. 
 
So celebrate this Sunday, which, of course, is Mothers’ Day 
And which we do remember in the autumn month of May 
Remember she’s the loving one, who gave to you your life 
That she is someone’s daughter, a sister, or a wife 
 
The time she has got for herself, is spent on many hobbies 
To make for them a better life, some, their government, lobby 
Her hobbies sometimes vary, when she becomes a volunteer 
But we all remember her at this time every year. 

Pat and Bridget had 
twin boys and she was 
asked how she could tell 
them apart.  She replied. “I 
stick my finger in Tim’s 
mouth and if he bites me I 
know it’s Frank. Anyway, 
Tim is an identical twin; 
but Frank isn’t.”  Asked if 
they cried at night she re-
plied. “Each of them cries 
so loud, you can’t hear the 
other.” 

When Pat and Bridget’s 
first child was born, the 
first question Pat asked 
was, “is it a boy or a 
child?” 

YARLOOP BINGO 
Bingo is being wound-up at the Cabin 

Restaurant in Yarloop, but there will be 
one final ‘bingo’ session 

 
For further information please contact 

Linda Butcher at the Yarloop Workshops  

HISTORIC 
ANGLICAN CHURCH 
It is stated that historical relics that 

withstood the fire that destroyed this church, 
have been returned into the keeping of those 
connected with the original building.  It is 
also noticed that the small hall alongside, 

has also evidently been tidied up somewhat.   

THE DOCTOR’S HOUSE 

(By Geoff Fortune) Anyone walking 
down Barrington-Knight Road will have 
noticed a vast difference in the residence 
ALWAYS referred to as ‘The Doctor’s 
House’.   

The builders have already applied a 
‘miracle healing’ to its previous sad state of 
disrepair.  It has been levelled up and given a 
most pleasing frontal appearance. New 
verandas, new flooring, new railing etc.  A 
new gable and a section re-roofed.  And that 
is only a start. 

Even though it has a long way to go, its 
dilapidated state and appearance is already 
beginning to fade, and I for one, who once 
knew it as it was in its original condition 

look forward to further improvements by the 
builders, Keith Newby and his highly competent 
team of workers.  Though, from the year 1901, 
there were many doctors who resided in this old 
home, the doctor it is always associated with is 
Doctor Knight, who resided in it for 60 or more 
years.  If for no other reason, the house in a 
repaired state will be a fit and proper memorial 
to this great man who was a benefactor to the 
people of Yarloop and the associated district. 

CABIN RESTAURANT 
PERSONS INTERESTED IN INFORMA-
TION ABOUT THIS SECTION PLEASE 
CONTACT THE MANAGER YARLOOP 

WORKSHOPS ON PH 97335215 
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There is an old saying that ‘one door closes 
and another opens’. This saying refers to 
opportunity, and this was the situation that 
developed when a former Progress Group ‘closed 
its operation’, and opportunity presented itself to 
Mr Howard Page, a man with civic foresight in 
mind.    

With great enthusiasm and determination 
Howard, has already worked alone on town 
projects.  Now he sees a new hope for Yarloop in 
the new Association that has been formed by 
other civic-minded Yarloop people, who have 
vowed by their attendance, that they intend to 
stand behind him and give their support, also to 
his further efforts on behalf of the town, its 
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people, and all the other projects that are on 
the drawing board. 

Of course, there will be knockers, this 
small news-sheet knows the amount of 
criticism, ill-feeling and slanderous remarks 
that come from people. People you would 
least  expect it to come from.  Yes, we know 
what it is all about, Howard, but like us, we 
hope that you and those who are going to 
work with you, ignore the people who will 
‘knock’ their own mother as she feeds them 
the ‘milk of life’. Perseverance always breeds 
success, and success is something that this 
paper wishes upon you and each of your 
helpers far into the future. 

HOPEFULLY A NEW ERA DAWNS IN TOWN CO-OPERATION 

LETTER TO THE PEOPLE OF YARLOOP (By Howard Page) 
Please do not be swayed from your love of 

Yarloop by all the negative media reports about 
our little part of paradise! 

I contacted the Australian Bureau of 
Statistics to find out the facts, and they are as 
follows. 

In 2005 there were 19,686 people living in 
this wonderful part of the world.  The latest 
figures are 20,601, which is an increase of 915 
people; approx. 98 more people living in 
Yarloop than in 2005. 

I am one of them, and I know most of you 
new Yarloopians. Thank you for all the support  
you have all given me since I arrived. 

I have a positive outlook for this town.  With 
business growing in Yarloop re the Cabin 
Restaurant, Bridgette and Me, and re-opend 

Hoops in the Loop, we have a rosy future.  
Let’s unite the town as one. 

 ‘Y.A.R.A.R’ is what I say!  Howard Page 
17/42007) 

SOUTH WEST PARENTING SERVICES 
Outside Yarloop Learning Centre Barrington-
Knight Road Yarloop Wednesday 23rd May 
2007 10 am to 2 pm.  

 
YARLOOP PLAY CAFÉ 

On Yarloop Primary School Road, Friday, 1st 
June 2007 from 10 am to 11.30 am. (The 
Mobile Parenting Service visits Yarloop 
every 4th Wednesday of the month). 
 
This is a Community Service Announcement. 
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The DAM SPINNERS, CWA 
Hall.  Enquiries to Faye Taylor Ph. 
97291342 or Joy Jackson Ph. 
97331810. 

Country Women’s Assoc. 
Second Wednesday each month 1 
pm Station Street. 

Yarloop PLAYGROUP every 
Wednesday 9.30 am to 11.30 am 
Yarloop Pavilion. $2.00 per family 
and a piece of fruit Ph. Tracy 
Osborn 97334207. 

Visit Yarloop Drop-in Centre.  
Learn skills and impart your skills 
to others. 

Arts and Crafts began March 
2007, every second Wednesday at 
12.30 pm. Phone Chris Germain on 
97335600. 

YARLOOP WORKSHOPS 
Steam Days second Sunday of the 
month commencing March 11th to 
November. 

EDITORIAL (By Sub-editor D Pitts)  
What is charity?  It is giving voluntarily to those in 

need, or an organisation set up to help those in need for 
the common good! 

It is sad these days that some ignore the thought of 
giving to others in any form, while others give their life. 
These, of course are the two extremes of the matter, as 
most people give generously to help others less fortunate 
than themselves.  Especially do we see this giving 
towards those who are affected by drought, fire, or loss 
of possessions during times of crisis.   

The Salvation Army is world renowned for its 
compassion, providing  annually for 154, 000 homeless, 
and 7% who are in this world totally alone.  Each week 
20,000 families receive help with food parcels from the 
Salvation Army, each night they find beds for 500 
homeless with nowhere to sleep, and daily they prepare 
meals for 25,000 desperate people.  Is it any wonder that 
these people who are in need, are they who have coined 
the phrase, ‘thank God for the Salvo’s’. 

Of course, there are many other forms of giving, and 
helping others, and now, even the small town of Yarloop 
has the opportunity to provide a form of ‘charity’ to each 
other. 

After much perseverance and unpaid personal effort 
on the part of Howard Page, a completely new citizens’ 
group initialled as the Y.A.R.A.R (Yarloop Assoc. of 
Ratepayers and Residents) has now been formed.  
Hopefully and perhaps this may be a new era in citizen 
co-operation for the progress and betterment of a town 
that still has much to offer! 

Already Howard Page has proved with his unbound 
energy and determination that he intends to continue to 
work hard for Yarloop. Those who responded to the call, 
and attended the meeting, please stay with it, and give 
him your unlimited support!    

EDITOR. Geoff Fortune PO Box 
758 Mandurah WA. PH 95811678. 
 
SUB-EDITOR.  Dawn Pitts PO 
Box 758 Mandurah WA 6210. Ph. 
95811821 or Fax 95813458. 
 
REPORTER.  Dawn Pitts and Val 
Fortune. 
 
PHOTOGRAPHERS.  Dawn Pitts 
and Val Fortune 
 
C H I L D R E N ’ S  P A G E 
FORMATTER Val Fortune PO 
Box 758 Mandurah WA Phone. 
95811 678. 
 
ADVERTISING/SUBMISSIONS. 
Advertising  and ‘Letters to Editor’ 
to Yarloop Workshops, ‘Bridgette 
and Me’  or PO Box 758 Mandurah 
WA 6210. 

BI-TONE WEST COAST CARAVAN CLUB 
This caravan club visited the Workshops on April 7th 
and Dawn Pitts, and Val and Geoff Fortune were 
volunteers for the day to assist with the people who 
wished to take a guided tour. Two groups of 16 people 
toured, the complex and despite the shortness of their 
available time, all were amazed at the historical 
significance of this ‘step back in time’.  
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YARLOOP VOLUNTEER BUSHFIRE BRIGADE SUPPORT GROUP 
Easter is over and ANZAC DAY is 

dawning, and the Double Draw of Hurry 
Scurry was held between these two occasions. 
The main prizes were won by committee 
members Noelene and Jan, with other prizes 
being shared (Ho, hum say some!) among 
other  members! Not everyone was lucky to 
share in the money, but my grandson Max won 
a chook in a raffle, only to be disappointed 
later when he found it was frozen and not a 
live one able to lay eggs. 

We were pleased to catch up with Bill’s 
parents again, and wish them a happy stay in 
Yarloop.  Plans are in hand and all is organised 
for ANZAC Day service and breakfast, as 
reported by Bill, who will again supervise the 
bar for the Support Group. I hope his busy 
efforts will be appreciated! 

I will be in Perth marching with my ex-
WRAAF friends, as we will have our very own 
medal, the Australian Defence medal, to wear, 
and to which all ex-service personnel are 
entitled. Application forms are still available 
from the Learning Centre for those eligible. 

I have been tardy in relaying thanks to 
people who organised the 2006 Fire Brigade 
Christmas Tree, as I have only recently learned 
that our Life Member, Muriel Esplan, played a 

big part in this successful event.  She also 
personally purchased the ice-cream the children 
enjoyed, so, once again Muriel, many thanks for 
your contributions. 

A few local members were joined by Delia 
from Perth, for lunch at the Cabin Restaurant on 
Sunday 14th April.  Everyone enjoyed the 
delicious meal and people who did not know 
him, were able to meet Neil, the husband of our 
newest member Val Armstrong. 

This was a really successful outing, as there 
were problems finding a time that suited most of 
the group.  An almost impossible task, so I went 
ahead anyway and will try again soon to get 
more people interested in either a dinner (which 
comes highly recommended), or another lunch 
at our eatery.  We have experienced several 
titillating recipes prepared and served out of that 
kitchen, and well worth a visit.  Jan Delaney, 
Social director, for the YVBBSG. 

There is much worth in the man who can smile 
in trouble, get strength from distress and grow 
brave by reflection. ’Tis the business of little 
minds to shrink, but he whose heart is firm and 
whose conscience is clear will pursue his 
principles unto death. (Thomas Paine, a great 
writer on government and religion) 
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THE DIARY OF PRIVATE SHELLDRAKE 28th BATT. AIF 

LIFE’S TOO SERIOUS 
The Irish are one of the few 

nations who are capable of dying 
laughing — in fact, it might be 
claimed that they invented the 
concept of the jovial wake, or the 
dead man’s last party! 

Pat’s next-door neighbour had 
died and was lying in his coffin with 
a great big smile on his face. 

“Why is he smiling?” Pat asked 
the man’s widow. 

“Well, it’s like this,” said the 
widow.  “He died in his sleep and he 
doesn’t know he’s dead yet.  He’s 
dreaming he’s still alive, and what I 
am afraid of is that when he wakes 
up and finds out he’s dead, the shock 
will kill him.” 

(Ed’s Note. The following is per courtesy 
Bevan Delaney and is printed here as 
originally written) 

April 23rd. Easter Sunday went to church  
twice today very hot day. Ap 24th cricket 
match LH (Light Horse) v Inf.  EP Barbour 
NSW made 30 not out.  I got 4 for 16 for L.H. 
Score 46-66.  Ap 25th Anniversary of Landing 
on Gallipoli.  Services in churches holiday 
very hot day.  Received P Card from B Box 
Newport Vic.  Ap 26th  very hot day. Wrote 
letters to Barney Chris Eil & Dad. Reading and 
writing room started in camp Ap 27th.  Warm 
day played Pay Corps won by 4 wickets. EP 
Barbour 105 not out.   

April 28th issued with saddles.  Did guard 
for 24 hours, hot day, letter from D Chris.  Ap 
29th guarding saddles on the desert, while tents 
being pitched, cleared parade ground of stones, 
tins etc. Ap 30th Cooks fatigue spud peeling 
cool day.  May 1st packed up ready to go to 
Cairo, order cancelled. Warm day. Rifle drill 
again.  May 2nd Heard General Townsend had 
surrendered  in Mesopotamia, also that 10th 
Light Horse had been cut up on Canal got 

leggings.  May 3rd cleaned saddles training for 
sports. Warm day. May 4th very hot went to 
Cairo evening.  May 5th received 9 letters from 
Australia (Doris photo).  May 6th Anzac sports, 
Abbassia concert and boxing contests evening.  
May 7th up at 4 am packed up and marched to 
Kas-el-me barracks on the Nile only a few 
hundred yards from Giza.  Got letter from Sid 
Burtenshaw saying Barney B Dewar & 
Fordham was in camp.  May 8th Piquet (picket)
duty  Kursall and district 7 pm till midnight 
inspected by General Watson.   

May 9th Piquet duty Abbaye des Rose off 
duty afternoon.  May 10th duty Casino de Paris 
7 pm till midnight.  May 11th went to Cairo 
with F Farrow no duty.  Received a letter from 
Mat in hospital in France, also letter from Mrs 
Anderson.  May 12th went for a march Giza 
Gardens.  In raffle for an ornament anchor 2 
piastres made by a Tommie.  Toothache.  
Ordered made-to-order tunic 12/- ($1.20).  Sent 
letter to Mat.   

May 13th played No 3 Gen Hospital cricket. 
Hospital 231, Anzac 30.  Got 12. In this match 
Hospital won by 4 wickets and 200 runs.  Letter 
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BUSINESS.  Fraser Range Model Railways.  Mining Families Foundation of Aust. LTD 
TELEPHONE NUMBER.  (O8) 9733 5488. 
INTERNET LISTING.  Www.Mining-families.com 
ADDRESS.  10 Thompson Rd, Success Hill 6054. 

A RECORD OF EXPENDITURE AT YARLOOP WORKSHOPS (By Ron Sackville) 

$3 million dollars in voluntary 
contributions of personal time.  It is 
amazing how an hour here and there by 
many adds up over time! 

Yarloop Workshops is providing this 
information to ensure the Yarloop community 
is fully informed of the extent and value of the 
work undertaken by many committees over 
the past 25 years.  In addition to the value of 
voluntary work done by volunteers, and 
average of 16.4 hours a day or two full-time 
employees.  Today, much volunteering is 
valued at between $20 and $30 per hour.  This 
makes the contribution by Yarloop 
Workshops volunteers to worth over $3 
million dollars in today’s terms. Josh Ledger’s 
contract as Grants’ Consultant ended January 
30th and this role has been taken over by the 
Manager, Ron Sackville. 

The executive committee has reviewed the 
administration on advice from its manager.  
Currently project planning and fundraising are 
our main priorities especially since the closure 
of YPAG and the freezing of the remaining 
$600,000 in this fund until ALCOA completes 
its assessment of past grants.  

It has become essential for the manager to 
now focus on our redevelopment plans which 
include bringing a touch of Movie World 
heritage style to the Workshops, and involves 
us sourcing $2.5 million in grants.  This plan 
when implemented fully will attract an 
estimated additional 40,000 (forty thousand) 
to Yarloop annually and make the Workshops 
financially independent, creating employment 
for more locals.  The economic flow-on effect 
to the local community will exceed $2 million 
dollars. 

To allow this to happen, our Curator, 
Geoff Fortune  will take over day-to-day 

responsibility of Caretakers reporting to the 
Manager weekly.  Geoff Fortune is here all day 
each Thursday, some Wednesdays and every 
Steam Day, and for any other need that may 
arise.  Sharon Kimber with her merchandising 
experience will take a larger role in our retail 
shop which will prepare it for meeting with all 
staff and normal office duties which include all 
our accounts including Yarloop Yarning and 
recently of the historical Doctors’ Residence. 

This will allow the Manager to focus on 
costing our exciting projects that we have started 
to communicate to major companies, including 
ALCOA, Harvey Shire, Councillors, Politicians 
and funding bodies. 

We will present our development plans to the 
Yarloop Community in the near future.  These 
plans  represent an economic revival plan for 
Yarloop.  In the absence of any other plans we 
hope local residents will support our proposals 
which have been formulated after much research 
and discussion with other Southwest Tourist 
icons  such as Whale World, and Busselton Jetty, 
and tourism and government agencies.  Tourism 
represents the current only economic survival 
option for Yarloop. 

We trust you will all get behind our efforts to 
take Yarloop forward.  On June 2nd, 3rd, and 4th 
Yarloop Workshops will again take our display 
to the Australian Model builders’ Show at the 
Royal Showgrounds in Claremont where large 
crowds usually attend.  Our stand a the Caravan 
and Camping Show was a great success with 
39,650 people attending this show over 4 days. 

On the following pages are the costs of 
projects undertaken by the Yarloop Workshops  
Inc. commencing circa 1990 for labour and 
materials.  (See following pages 13, 14, and 15 
for a detailed statement of all expenditure for 
the time listed.)    
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 A supplementary Steam Day on April 1st 
drew a crowd of around 80 people, yet on 
April 8th, Easter Sunday and one week later, 
an  extra large crowd visited the Workshops. 
On this day over 160 people viewed the Com-
plex and guided tours were given over the 
entire day.  Many were visitors from the East-
ern States and overseas, and along with West 
Australians all were amazed at the historical 
value of Yarloop Workshops. 

EASTER SUNDAY STEAM DAY (By Dawn Pitts) 

‘CALL HALL’ 
 

WAYNE & EVELYN HALL FOR  
CONTRACT FENCING, SEED DRILLING, HAY BALING! 

Mobile. 0416212289 
After hours. 97335140 

from D Mell.  Duty Abbaye des Rose, 7 pm 
till 12 midnight.  Very hot day.  May 14th 
duty Casino des Paris.  Warm day.  May 15th 
French sailors from cruiser at Ismailia visited 
Cairo.  Hot day.  Casino des Paris.  May 16th 
send birthday card to Doris.  Followed 12 
civilians supposed to be Australian soldiers.  
May 17th Saunders T Mc…… went to Tel el 
Kiber on a court-martial case.  (Cont/d next 
page). Hot day. Duty Abbaye des Rose. May 
18th inoculated by EP Barbour at Kas-el Me. 
Duty Kursall Royal Welch Fuseliers Band 
concert. 

May 19th up at 4.30  am returned to 
Ambassia by train issued with horses and 
swords.  Received tunic.  Paid 12/-. Tooth 
aching.  May 20th.  Instruction in sword drill 
cool day, went to Cairo &Giza mounted May 
21st.  Lectures in horse and saddlery?  
Cricket in afternoon, Aust base v Ap.C.  A  
draw 163 a side.  EP Barbour LBW 4.  I got 
31. May 22 church parade wrote letter H 
Verco’s dad.  Stopped 5 times in Cairo for 

pass.  All leave stopped for Cairo for 1 week. 
May 23 Jesters (Ed’s Note: Jesters, was once 

an Australian publication.)  & Worlds News 
from home, the first papers I have received.  May 
24, up at 4.30 am and went to Heliopolis for 
duty.  Got messed about and returned to 
Abbassia, was told we are embarking for 
England on July 3rd.  May 25th was 11 hours in 
saddle today patrolling old Cairo Giza and 
Wasseh (low Arab quarters).  Returned midnight.  
May 26 packed up and went to Heliopolis.  We 
are now doing patrol duty in Heliopolis and 
districts.  May 27. Horse stamped on toe.  Cool 
day.  May 28 off duty suffering from fractured 
toe.  Wrote mum a letter and did my washing.  
May 29 toe very painful.  Doing light work in 
ordery room.  May 30 in barracks all day.  Off 
duty and wrote Doris a letter.  Paid one pound 
($2).  Cool day.  June 1st went to Heliopolis with 
Bill Williams came back on Grantully Castle 
with me.  Met storekeeper who posted parcels 
home last October.  (Concluded next month)   

 

YARLOOP STEAM DAY 
May 13th 2007 

Call in and see the working vintage 
steam engines. 

Take a guided tour with Dawn Pitts or 
Geoff Fortune learn about this historical 

complex. Dine at the Cabin Restaurant next 
door for a traditional baked dinner! 
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BUNBURY ROTARY HOEING 
 

Owen Eastcott PO Box 108 Waroona.  Phone (08) 97335415. Mobile 
0428931630. Fax 97335428.  Pager 94809135 

 
Specialising in rehabilitation work! Re-seeding and fertilising!  Ripping and 

mounding for trees or vineyards! Rotary hoeing! General tractor work! Tractor 
hire! Firebreaks!  All work done professionally and speedily. 

YARLOOP’S INVOLVEMENT IN WARTIME WOODEN SHIPS 

By Geoff Fortune (Continued from last 
month)  

The government had one man, who was in 
the army in Egypt, brought home to work on 
the project, and by then there were about 200 
men working on the boats.  It was stated that 
any employee who was heard discussing the 
project  anywhere and at anytime outside of the 
workspace, was immediately sacked and 
security was always a worry.  A 24-hour 
security time limit was over the area at all 
time.  My father, who did a lot of the 
machining of Jarrah sections and planks for the 
boats, and no doubt others in Yarloop mill, 
received visits from time to time by security 
men to check him out.  Probably more to let it 
be known they were on the ball at all times.  
This secrecy was a must because of the close 
proximity of the Z-Force operations at Garden 
Island.   

It was at this time, that another unit of Z-
Force that had trained in the Eastern States, 
Queensland I suppose, had just carried out a 
successful raid in Singapore harbour.  The old 
boat ‘Krait’, a wreck rebuilt for the job, had 
been used to sink seven large ships in 
Singapore Harbour. This was around 
September or October of 1943. 

However, in another raid early in February 
of 1944, and in spite of all the security, some 
traitorous people, leaked information that 

caused a tragic loss of 13  Z-Force 
Commandoes killed in the raid.  From this raid 
10 more Commandoes escaped. But after 
paddling their special canoes for, it was stated, 
two thousand miles, they were finally captured 
and beheaded by the Japanese.  It is since 
written from information gained after the war 
that the Japanese admired the bravery of the 
men of Z-Force, which, by the end of the war, 
had been brought  up to the strength of 1600 
men, and a unit that had the highest mortality 
rate of any other allied unit, and the most 
decorated. 

Millars/Bunnings boatbuilders constructed 
three large 21 metre trawlers for Z-Force, and 
beautiful boats they were.  From the air, a pilot 
had a hard job to tell them from the boats that 
were used by Malay and other friendly Asian 
nations, as fishing boats   When the war ended 
another boat was just about completed.  

These trawlers, when used by Z-force, were 
camouflaged as Chinese-type three-masted 
junks.  They carried a crew of 16 who were 
made to look more like Asians than Asians 
themselves.  They could sail up to almost 2000 
miles without being bunkered (refuelled) or re-
provisioned, but mainly the men lived on fish 
and other Asian produce, for many times they 
passed with waving distance of Japanese patrol 
boats, and in fact, at times received a wave 
from a Japanese lookout. 
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THE KID’S PAGE  (By Val Fortune) 
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 (Cont/d from page 9) Telecentre.  This was an 
experience ...full on, interesting exercise that 
left us almost exhausted. However, we 
managed to arrive back safely (thanks to Chris) 
on Sunday evening with our brains still buzzing 
with all that we had gleaned over the five days 
down south.  One day I hope we can put some 
of the information to good use, but I do not 
intend to attempt to instruct anyone else in the 
photographic programme until I feel confident 
in what I am doing.  Can see some refresher 
courses looming. Since the previous Yarloop 

Yarning went to press, we have lost yet 
another work-for-the-dole lady, who seemed 
extremely capable and willing to do whatever 
was required of her.  I mentioned that we 
should register as an employment agency!   
I am looking forward to celebrating the second 
anniversary of the official opening of our 
Community Centre with members, committee 
and volunteers on the 2nd May and hope we 
can all work together for a brighter future for 
everyone.  Jan Delaney: secretary Yarloop 
Learning Centre.  

YARLOOP SOCIAL NEWS (By Jenny Cross) 
Birthday people were our parish priest, 

Roberto Marond, Gabi, Shawn, Robyn Rosie. 
These are the ones we know of and to all 
others, hope you had a happy day! 

New arrivals!  Two lovely boys to mums, 
Gun (sic) and Tracy and partners.  
Congratulations Craig Hill and De-anne are 
holidaying with mum, Carmel, along with their 
pooch that we believe is a bit of a ‘digger’.  

Mr and Mrs Christie sen, have been 
enjoying Yarloop hospitality and stayed with 
Bill and Valma, attending the Anzac Memorial. 
This visit is an annual one, much to the delight 
of all the family. 

Yarloop Ratepayers and Residents turned 
out in good numbers for the first meeting.  
Looking forward to seeing more faces on Tues 
8th May 6 pm at the Fire Brigade Hall.  Don’t 
sit back and ‘whine’ - speak up and maybe we 
can all help bring your thoughts and wishes to 
fruition. 

Don’t forget to support your P & C with 
their ’wine and cheese’ night, 25th May. Ph 
Anne 97334036. 

Chinese proverb: ‘He who plants a garden, 
plants happiness.’ 

New Mass times at Yarloop Catholic 
Church from 5th May.  Fortnightly at 6 pm. 

FREE COMMUNITY ART WORKSHOP 
The Yarloop Townscape Steering Committee in conjunction with the Shire of Harvey and the Commu-

nity Arts Network WA, invite members of the Yarloop Community to join in a free art workshop to create 
clay inserts for future seating in Yarloop.  CHILDREN AND ADULTS WELCOME! 

9.30 to 12.30 pm, Saturday 12th May 2007 at the pavilion, Yarloop (behind the tennis courts).  It is free!  
Art materials will be provided and a free barbecue lunch will be held after the workshop for participants. 

Please RSVP your attendance by MONDAY 7th MAY to Susie on freecall 1800 681 021 or 
susie@canwa.com.au 

A SUGGESTION FROM A READER 
A regular reader and loyal advertiser, has 

suggested we start a section for advertising 
business phone numbers and list it under the 
heading of ‘Community Contacts’ for a rea-
sonable advertising rate.  So we have begun a  
page (see Page 12) and are now accepting 
other  subscribers to this idea!  

After Pat passed on, Bridget wanted a photograph 
to remember him by, but the only one she had 
showed him wearing a loud and vulgar cap.  She took 
the photo to a professional photographer and asked if 
he could remove the cap and touch up the 
photograph.  “Tell me,” he asked, “which side did he 
part his hair on?” 

“Won’t you know that when you take his cap 
off?” she asked the photographer.  
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COOKERNUP GENERAL STORE 
Where help and friendliness are the key words.   

Phone/Fax 97335380 
 

Liquor! Hardware! Groceries and Post Office Agency! 
7-day trading 6.30 am to 7 pm 

 
Your friendly neighbourhood store where you will find all you need and more.  If 

we haven’t got it, we will soon get it for you!  

EXERCISE, A GOOD MEDICINE! 
(We acknowledge the following from a 

health article by two American Doctors, Allan 
R Handysides and Peter N Landless, and is in 
question and answer format). 

I am 55 years old and have never had a 
regular program.  What are the benefits of 
exercise, and will I benefit starting at this 
later stage of my life? 

Exercise has been shown to be beneficial at 
all ages.  It is important to seek advice from 
your physician regarding the kind of exercise 
suited to your present health condition.  You 
will need direction as to what is the best 
exercise for you and how much you should do 
as you start on such a program. 

Regular exercise helps keep us energised, 
and is also important in helping to prevent and 
aid in the treatment of certain diseases.  
Exercise can help to lower high blood pressure.  
This is especially true of aerobic exercise (such 
as walking, running, jogging, and swimming).  
Individuals who have moderate hypertension 
may additionally need medications in order to 
achieve the best blood pressure control. 

Regular exercise helps to strengthen bones.  
Exercise can help to increase the healthy or 
high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL).  
Individuals who exercise regularly have less 
chance of developing type 2 diabetes in adult 
life.  In those patients who already have this 
disease, exercise can help control or even 
reverse the diabetes, as long as the lifestyle 

changes are continued.  Any changes in 
medications should be made by the treating 
physician.  Regular exercise appears to decrease 
the risk for certain cancers.  The evidence is most 
convincing for breast and colon cancer; it is 
thought that exercise may also decrease the 
occurrence of prostate, lung, and uterine (womb) 
cancers.  This benefit of exercise may be partly 
because physical activity helps reduce weight 
and excess weight is a risk for cancer.  Regular 
exercise is good for you only if you do it!  It is 
never too late to start. 

It is difficult to stay motivated and exercise 
regularly.  I know of the physical benefits; are 
there perhaps any advantages other than 
physical that may encourage me to continue 
exercising?  

Regular exercise not only energises the body, 
but also gives one a feeling of well-being.  This 
is associated with a generally better quality of 
life both physically and mentally.  Exercise helps 
to reduce stress, anxiety and depression.  Some 
of these effects are due to certain chemicals 
produced by the body (with exercise) called 
endorphins.  These substances help to elevate the 
mood. 

Exercise improves mental function.  Exercise 
may delay the onset of Alzheimer’s disease in 
individuals who may be prone to this disease, 
and also decrease the worsening symptoms of 
Alzheimers. Measurable improvements in 
memory  have been (con/d on page 8)                       
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HARVEY VISITOR AND TOURISM CENTRE 
15 KMS SOUTH OF YARLOOP IS A TOWN THAT IS A TOURIST’S DELIGHT 

‘Moo Shoppe’! 
Local produce! 

Quality Giftware/Books! 
Travel Books and Maps! 

Industry Displays and Video! 
Free Accommodation Booking service! 

Harvey Dam and Amphitheatre Bookings! 
Heritage! 

Visit sterling’s Cottage!  View the Internment Camp Shrine!  Relax in the Heritage Gardens, Sth 
west highway, Harvey.  Phone 97291122    

(cont/d from Page 7) demonstrated after 9 to 10 
weeks of regular aerobic exercise. 

These additional benefits of regular exercise 
should help keep you motivated.  Keep at it — 
it’s worth it! 

What is  the best exercise, and how much 
should I do! 

The best exercise is the one you actually do 
on a regular basis!  There are three general types 
of exercise.  

 Aerobic or endurance 
 Flexibility or stretching 
 Strength-building (weights and resistance). 
Although all forms are important, aerobic 

exercise is highly recommended.  Walking is 
an excellent form of exercise, and one should 
walk briskly for 30 to 45 minutes most days of 
the week.  For the best health benefits, up to 
90 minutes per day is recommended.   

The exercise time can be divided up into 
two or three sessions over the 24-hour period.  
A simple way of measuring the amount of 
walking you do each day is to use a pedometer 
(a small measuring device worn on the waist 
belt).  One should strive to walk 10,000 steps 
per day to enjoy best health.  Don’t be fright-
ened by these goals  — press on !    

  

LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
(Ed’s Note. Kathy Kilgour, who was not 

certain at the time of the last Journal what rank 
and situation of her father’s wartime experience 
reached has given us the following.)   

I wish to amend the statement about my 
father Sydney Stonehouse.  He is a life member 
of the Z-Special unit international (Inc.) Group in 
WA; also a life member of the Commando 
Assoc. of QLD, NSW, & VIC.  He did not serve 
with the Z-force as suggested in the Yarloop 
Yarning.  For the correct information I asked my 
father for a brief outline of his military service to 
set the record straight. 

He served in the Middle East with the 2/11th 
Batt  19th Brigade, 6th division in the first part 
of World War 2. 

Returned to Australia and joined the 
Commandos’ course at Tidal River in 
Victoria.  From there he went to Canungra, 
Queensland, as an instructor in jungle 
warfare.  Then he volunteered as a member 
of M-Special Unit, and went to Bougainville 
aboard the submarine USS Gato with 
approximately 29 others behind enemy lines. 

After completing their mission, the 
surviving members were retrieved by the 
USS Garfish and taken to Guadalcanal, 
Solomon Islands.  From there they were 
transferred by a Flying Fortress aircraft to 
Noumea, New Caledonia, then flown to 
Amberley, Queensland by a DC3 aircraft.  

(Continued next page)  
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 WAROONA CONTRACTING 
97333933 OR 0417962321  

AG LIME  
BLUESTONE 
DRIVEWAYS 

EARTHWORKS 
GRAVEL 

HOUSE PADS 
LIMESTONE 

ROAD ROLLERS 
SAND 

WATER TRUCKS 

Grey Double-Diamond Patch of the First 
Independent Company, as they were never 
issued with their own colour patch, as they 
‘relieved’ a section of the First independent 
Company.  The M-Special Unit preceded the Z-
Special Force.  

(Continued from Previous page) 
Most of the men returned to camp at 

Beaudesert, Queensland, but my father was 
sent to Canungra as he was ‘boarded 
B2’ (classed as unwell for duty). 

The M-special unit wore the Green on 

YARLOOP COMMUNITY LEARNING & DROP-IN CENTRE 
This month we are celebrating two years 

of providing many previously unavailable 
services to the Yarloop community with the 
Telecentre Access point, Community House 
facilities, Craft and Youth Activities as well 
as continuing to provide Transwa ticketing.  
Anyone who is unaware of the role the 
Centre plays in the community is welcome to 
call in to talk with our Co-ordinator Chris, 
one of the Committee members or 
Volunteers, and learn about the various 
programmes which have been instigated since 
2005 for the benefit of all (interested) 
residents in Yarloop.  

We recently held the 2007 AGM, and a 
whole new perspective is promising to evolve 
with some very interesting ideas and 
suggestions coming from several new 
committee members.  It is very rewarding to 
see ‘newcomers’ in town take a positive 
attitude in trying to improve life in the little 
mill town, where the future, at times, seems 
to be rather uncertain for some people.  
Things have certainly changed since I moved 
here with my husband (born in Yarloop) and 

young family, way back in the last century 
(1989 to be precise), and I appreciate the 
opportunity to work at the Centre, where I have 
been able to improve my skills in many areas 
by attending various courses and seminars 
which have been provided for volunteers in 
organisations such as this. 

With Anzac Day fast approaching (as I 
write this), I would like to remind ex-service 
personnel who have not received the Australian 
Defence Medal, that there are application forms 
available at the Centre for anyone who wants to 
apply for this decoration.  

Chris and Jan attended the ‘Telecentre 
network’ Regional Cluster Programme held 
over three days in Denmark at the Centre for 
Sustainable Living.  What a fabulous venue that 
is, being the old Agricultural School 
revamped !  This was a great experience for us 
as we met staff and volunteers from centres all 
over the south of WA, and were able to 
exchange experiences and gain information 
from many sources.  Following this seminar 
was a weekend seminar Photoshop Workshop 
held at the Denmark (Cont/d on page 10.) 


